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Abstract— In this paper, we present a planning method
considering regrasp and mobility for the manipulation problem
of a long deformable object in an industrial scenario. The
object is carried through designated rollers by a dual-arm
robot in the presence of environmental constraints. The problem
is formulated by modeling the deformable object as a set of
line segments and categorizing obstacles into different types.
A hierarchical 2.5D manipulation planner is proposed, which
first plans the ideal path of a deformable object in a 2D
plane and obtains its topological representation. Next, dual-
arm regrasps are determined by utilizing the deformation
models, and collision-free paths are planned to meet topological
constraints for the grippers. The feasibility of the proposed
method is experimentally validated using a humanoid robot,
by integrating the planner with a loco-manipulation planning
framework and QP-based whole-body motion controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

Manipulation of deformable objects with large length,
such as cables (1D linear) or belts (2D plane), is frequently
seen in daily life and industrial production sites. These
objects have a high number of degrees of freedom, and their
shapes can be changed by external forces and contacts with
the environment. Modeling complexities and difficulties in
obtaining their physical parameters make it hard to estimate
their shape, and even more difficult to manipulate them.

The task of deformable object insertion is very common in
robotic surgery, e.g. inserting a string to a small opening [34],
steering a needle in soft tissues [2]. These methods attempt to
overcome the challenges from a control viewpoint. However,
some problems like cable routing or assembly requires taking
a broader planning viewpoint.

In this paper, inspired by an industrial belt installation task
in a large-scale assembly (Fig. 1), a solution is proposed for
the manipulation problem of a long deformable object with a
dual-arm mobile robot. Figure 1 (a) shows the scenario of the
belt assembly task. There is a bobbin inside an installation
station. The belt is drawn from the bobbin, and passed
around the rollers, which constrain the final configuration of
the belt. Based on observation for a human’s demonstration
(Fig. 1(c)), we identified the three features: (1) two hands
mainly handle the tail of the belt from the side. Further, to
avoid collisions with the surrounding equipment, two hands
alternately regrasp the belt to change the grasp point. (2) The
tail of the belt should move along a specific path to meet the
requirements of the installation task. (3) After the assembly
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Fig. 1. (a) Scenario of the belt assembly task. (b) On one edge of the
belt, we define tail end-point (green point), tail end-part (green box) and
tail middle-part (yellow box) for robot manipulation. We set the end-point
as the origin position for the grasp and regrasp on the belt. (c) Illustration
of the belt assembly task on two rollers by a human.

is complete, there is no collision between the tensioned belt
and the surrounding equipment.

A. Related Works

1) Topological Representation for a Deformable Object:
Numerous studies on manipulating deformable objects focus
on specific shapes [37] [7] [26]. Model-based methods like
mass-spring systems, finite element methods (FEMs) require
accurate physical parameters of the deformable objects,
which are often difficult to obtain [35]. Data-driven based
methods are therefore investigated in learning a deformation
model [36], and further used in learning strategies in manip-
ulation [1] [15].

On the other hand, deformation also brings benefits for
manipulation. Collisions with surrounding environment are
often not considered as an issue, therefore the exact shape
becomes less important. More attention is paid to the rela-
tionships between different parts of the deformable object
itself [20], or between the object and the environment [38]
[18]. An intuitive spatial representation method considering
environments was proposed for handling the state transitions
for a rope [8]. In a more systematic way, based on the invari-
ants of homology and homotopy in topology, Bhattacharya
et al. formulated the problem of separating multiple objects
with a flexible cable [3]. Their topological representation
method is adopted in our study (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Homotopy and homology equivalences, and the topological
representation [3]: the o1, o2 and o3 indicate the obstacles, while p1, p2 and
p3 indicate the paths from the start position (red point) to the goal position
(red star). Path p1 and path p2 are both homotopic and homologous, while
path p3 is not homotopic and not homologous with them. Following [3], we
associate vertical rays with each obstacle, defining a “+” and a “-” side. We
note “+” when a path crosses a ray from “+” to “-”, and “-” when crossing
from “-” to “+”. The topological representation for path p3 is “o+1 o

+
2 ”,

while p1 and p2 have the same topological representation “o+2 o
+
3 ”.

2) Motion Planning for a Deformable Object: Motion
planning problem for rigid bodies have been well stud-
ied [14]. The preliminary work on motion planning for a
deformable elastic plate was developed by Kavraki et al.
[10]. Also, based on the equilibrium configurations of an
elastic rod [4], a variant of Rapidly-exploring Random Tree
(RRT) algorithm for sampling in the admissible space was
presented in [19]. Saha et al. proposed a topologically-biased
Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) algorithm to solve the knot
problem [20]. Another variant of PRM was used in cable
routing near contact space [9].

Research on the navigation and planning of tethered
robots can be found in [11] [24]. While they addressed
a navigation under cable constraints, manipulation is an
intrinsically different problem. The focus is on how the robot
interacts with the deformable object and bring it to a goal
state. [21] investigated a method to handle a tethered tool
while avoiding cable entanglements, and a planner for dual-
arm robot to generate motion sequences was proposed. [22]
further studied collaborative manipulation for two robots.

Cable routing problem requires robots to place cables to
some specific fixtures and has been widely investigated [8]
[33] [38]. However, there is still a lot of work to be done to
apply these methods to practical applications, including work
on more complex scenarios, with possible regrasp needs. To
solve this problem, the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) launched several task boards for cable
assembly [12], and some were used in competitions in recent
years. Most of the solutions pre-set fixed routing positions,
and used fixed motions like pulling and wiggling to fit the
cable into the open groove. There is still much room for
improvement in automation [28].

For our case, motion planning for a long deformable
belt can be simplified to plan the motion of its tail. When
a gripper holds the tail and moves, by taking advantage
of the nature of deformation, we can consider the tail as
a tethered point rather than a tethered rigid rod or plate,
which will simplify the planning problem and improve the
efficiency [11] [24]. When regrasp or handover the tail to
the other gripper, treating the tail as a rigid body with
dimensions will facilitate its manipulation [27]. One classic

methods of moving a bar through obstacles with regrasp
motion by a manipulator was presented in Simeon’s research
[25], some other work on dual-arm regrasp can be found
in [23] [31]. However, simply modeling the deformable tail
as a rigid body in the planner will cause the following
issues: (1) the planner may fail in some small spaces due
to the choice of the size for the rigid body; (2) regrasp
position on the tail middle-part is not determined by this
rigid model, but by the contact state with the rollers [21].
Our methods take into account the difference in modeling
the deformable tail for different manipulations. In the high-
level deformable object path planner, the tail is modeled
as a point. In low-level gripper path planner, deformation
properties are introduced. The proposed hierarchical planner
is suitable for our deformable object assembly task and has
a good performance in planning time.

3) Robot Loco-manipulation Planning: Mobility of the
robot provides the capability of manipulating a body over a
wide range. Studies in handling a deformable object with
movable robots can be found in [29] [18]. By utilizing
the reachability map for a robot [31] [30], Murooka et al.
proposed a planning framework that quickly finds the state
transitions between locomotion and object manipulation of
a humanoid robot [17]. In their research, the objects are
restricted to rigid objects and the regrasp point on an object is
fixed. On the other hand, regrasp position on the deformable
object need to be changed in our case. We also extend the
framework so that the planner can handle multiple successive
paths, rather than just one in their method.

B. Our Contributions

We highlight the specificity of the task we tackle: the robot
needs to move to bring a large scale deformable object with a
non-negligible weight to pass through obstacles, that induce
discrepancies between the deformable object trajectory and
the grippers trajectory, and require the robot to change
grasps on the object. There are several important aspects to
address this challenging problem: topological representation,
manipulation planning including regrasp and robot mobility.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We present a hierarchical 2.5D (combines 2D object and

3D gripper motion) manipulation planner for 2D shape
with height that incorporates the Deformable Linear
Object (DLO) and dual-arm manipulation.

• The proposed planner is experimentally validated in
an industrial scenario by integrating with a loco-
manipulation planner [17] and a whole-body motion
controller [32]. The installation station we use and its
specifications comes directly from the industry. The
proposed approach covers the whole process from the
models of the robot and environment to the execution
on a real robot.

The paper is organized as follows: after formulating the
problem in Sec. II, the details of the 2.5D manipulation
planner are given in Sec. III. Sec. IV, introduces the loco-
manipulation planner and QP-based whole-body motion con-
troller. Experiments and results are presented in Sec. V.



II. PROBLEM SETTING

Fig. 3. Illustration of the 2.5D manipulation problem for a DLO. The
left figure shows different planes for the motion, the right figure is the top
view of the left figure. The blue circles, dark grey polygons and light grey
polygon indicate the rollers, type1-obstacles and type2-obstacle respectively.
The dashed red line indicates the ideal configuration of the DLO specified by
the task. The red line indicates one possible final configuration of the DLO
from the start position (red point) to the goal position (red star). Motion of
the DLO is in 2D plane α, where the type2-obstacle is in different plane
β. The yellow lines indicate the paths for the grippers (yellow cylinders
and circles). The grippers are able to traverse between two planes α and β
through vertical paths. Since the height of the grippers spans two planes,
type2-obstacle should also be considered by grippers’ motion. The orange
line indicates a regrasp motion, which provides a connection between two
paths by the DLO, thus the paths in τG can be regarded as a continuous.

A. Some Assumptions

To model the task of robot manipulation (Fig. 1 (b)),
we made the following assumptions: (1) from the side
view, the belt can be considered as a cable in 2D plane
without considering the twisting. This allows us to treat a
deformable object with 2D plane structure in 3D space as
a 1D deformable linear object in 2D plane equally. The
grippers are simplified to cylinders, and modeled as circles in
a 2D plane. (2) Two grippers alternately regrasp the tail, but
do not cross their grasp positions on the belt. This is to avoid
difficult configurations for dual-arm robots and simplify the
manipulation. (3) During the assembly, the belt gradually
expands its length and remains sufficiently stretched without
slackening. This allows regarding the belt as line segments
connected by rotatable joints.

B. Problem Formulation

Based on the assumptions, we formulate the Deformable
Linear Object (DLO) assembly problem (Fig. 3). The ele-
ments included in are a DLO L in 2D plane, two grippers
G = {Gl, Gr} of a robot, U rollers I = {Iu}, where
u ∈ [0, U ], and multiple obstacles O. We categorize the
obstacles in two different types: (1) type1-obstacles for the
deformable object and also for the grippers, we denote it
as O1 = {O1

m}, m ∈ [0,M ]; (2) additional type2-obstacles
just considered by the grippers, which are denoted as O2 =
{O2

n}, n ∈ [0, N ]. The configuration of the DLO is denoted
by q ∈ CL, where CL is the configuration space. We denote its
ideal configuration as qd, in which the DLO has the shortest
length between the start and goal positions after assembly.
We denote the position of the tail of the DLO in the 2D
plane as X ∈ R2, and a path for a gripper as τ(t) ∈ SE(2).
Topology of a path or configuration is denoted as T .

The DLO assembly problem looks for a path τG that
brings the tail from the start position Xs to the goal po-
sition Xe. The path τG consists of an unspecified number
K ≥ 1 subpaths in sequence for the two grippers τG =
(τg11 , τg22 , ..., τgKK ), where the gi alternate between left and
right gripper. The path τG , the DLO’s final configuration qe
and ideal configuration qd should satisfy T (τG) = T (qe) =
T (qd), and the subset C(T (qe)) ⊂ CL. Here, since there is a
regrasp motion for the tail between two subpaths, we regard
the path τG as a continuous path.

From the task description and problem definition above,
we are solving a 2.5D object manipulation problem: the
motion of the object is in a 2D plane, but the grippers can
traverse different 2D planes, and the motion is in 3D space.

III. PATH PLANNING FOR A DLO

We simplify the full path planning problem to finding
paths for the grippers grasping the tail of the DLO. In this
section, we introduce a hierarchical planner considering ob-
ject deformation and robot regrasp. In the DLO path planner
part, the focus is placed on obtaining the information to guide
the DLO to the goal. We find a topological representation
for the ideal path, and use a topology-equal test path to find
potential regrasp positions. Then, this information is sent to
the gripper path planner to find feasible regrasps and paths
of the grippers.

The following are the input to the planner (Fig. 4 (a-1)):
(1) the start and goal positions; (2) the order, position, size,
and wrapping direction for each roller; (3) the polygons
of the type1-obstacles and type2-obstacles; (4) the size of
the gripper. The output of the planner is paths for the two
grippers in the 2D plane, including the vertical paths leading
to the regrasp positions.

A. DLO Path Planner

1) Ideal Path and Its Topological Representation: When
a gripper grasps the DLO, the grasp point on the object adds
a position and orientation constraint to its configuration. Re-
gardless of the gripper, we consider the grasp point as a free-
flying point and create the configuration space (C-space). The
C-space of a point is the same with its workspace. The ideal
path, or ideal configuration of a DLO is the shortest path
between the start and goal positions. This optimal solution
is composed of straight line segments and circular arcs on
the rollers. Using geometric methods, an ideal path from
the start position to goal position can be quickly generated,
following [38]. According to the problem setting, no type1-
obstacles should block the ideal path, where type2-obstacles
can be anywhere and may block it. The relationships between
the ideal path, the rollers, and the type1-obstacles provide
the information to guide the grippers to the goal. To let the
planner utilize this information, we create the topological
representation for the ideal path (Fig. 4 (a-2)).

2) Tunnel Constraint, Voronoi Diagram and Test Path: In
the C-space of the grasp point, a tunnel Sg with width wg

s

along the ideal path is created. The purpose of the tunnel is to
find a test path, which will be used to find potential regrasp



(a) DLO path planner.

(b) Gripper path planner.

Fig. 4. Process of the 2.5D planner (Scenario-1). (1) As the input, we have the start (red point) and goal (red star) positions, two rollers with specified
wrapping directions in blue, two type1-obstacles in dark grey and two type2-obstaces in light grey. The yellow circle indicates the gripper. (2) The topology
of the environment is created from the rays in green. The type2-obstacles are excluded from the representation. The dashed red line indicates the ideal
configuration, and its topological representation is “(O1

1)
−(I2)−”. (3) The light yellow area indicates the tunnel along the ideal path. The Voronoi diagram

is in green in the tunnel. (4) The dashed black line indicates the test path. It is topologically equivalent to the ideal path. The black solid line on obstacle
O2

1 indicates a potential regrasp position. (5) In the C-space of the gripper, the gripper can be considered as a point. The rollers and obstacles are extended
according to the size of the gripper. Some areas between them are blocked. (6) A new tunnel in yellow is created along the ideal path. To include larger
area in searching, the tunnel width here is much bigger than the one in step 3. The dashed box indicates the scenario area. (7) The black circle indicates
that use the QRTR (Fig. 6) on the potential regrasp position from step 4. The Voronoi diagram is also created in the tunnel. (8) A path in yellow is found
by using the DFS on the graph. In this example, there are no regrasp motions in the solution, this path can be assigned to a gripper.

positions. The test path should have the same topology with
the ideal path. Unlike the ideal path that clings to the rollers,
the test path has a certain distance between the rollers and the
type1-obstacles, making it easier to use. We should guarantee
wg

s > 0 to make the test path deviate from the ideal path.
The Voronoi diagram method generates roadmaps in the

free space. The roadmaps have the property of maintaining an
equal distance from surrounding obstacles. In the free space
of the tunnel, roadmaps are generated, and the diagram is
then created (Fig. 4 (a-3)). We cast the Voronoi diagram as
a directed graph where each edge of the diagram corresponds
to two directed edges in the graph, one in each direction. We
apply Depth-First Search (DFS) to the graph to enumerate
all paths that do not use the same edge twice, and we keep
only those with the same topology as the ideal path. The
shortest feasible path is selected as a test path.

3) Potential Regrasp Position: A potential regrasp posi-
tion is a place blocking a gripper’s movement along the test
path. The grippers need a regrasp motion in 3D space to
change the grasp point on the tail, then continue to bring the
DLO to move. The following criteria are used to detect a
potential regrasp position along the test path (Fig. 4 (a-4)):
(1) the test path passes through a type2-obstacle; (2) the test
path passes the space between two rollers, two obstacles, or
a roller and an obstacle, where the distance between the two
objects is smaller than the gripper size.

B. Gripper Path Planner

We denote the size of the gripper as wg and create the
C-space of the gripper (Fig. 4 (b-5)). The closer the paths
of the grippers to the ideal path, the better to reduce the
extension of the deformable object. A tunnel Sl with width

Fig. 5. Some test cases. The paths in yellow indicate the solution for each
case. (i) Four rollers with different widths. (ii) Scenario-2: four rollers, three
type1-obstacles and two type2-obstacles. (iii) A type1-obstacle is close to the
roller, and the space is not big enough for the gripper to pass through. There
is a regrasp motion (orange line) in the solution. The regrasp is generated
by checking the QRTR and separates the path to two subpaths, which can
be assigned to two grippers respectively. (iv) A type2-obstacle blocks the
tunnel.

wl
s is therefore introduced to limit the grippers’ movement

(Fig. 4 (b-6)). To find a feasible path to the goal, the tunnel
width should guarantee wl

s > wg and wl
s ≥ wg

s to cover the
tunnel Sg . We often let wl

s ≥ max(wg
s , 2wa +wg) to cover

all rollers, where wa is the maximum size of the rollers.
The wider tunnel means the larger area will be included in



searching, thus the higher possibility to find a solution. On
the other hand, bigger width also brings larger offset of the
planned paths to the ideal path. To facilitate the comparison
of tunnel widths in different scenarios (Table I in Section V),
we define the tunnel coverage for a scenario, which is the
ratio of the tunnel area to the scenario area. The scenario
area is the area of smallest rectangular that includes start
point, goal point, rollers, obstacles and tunnel.

Similar to the DLO path planner, for the gripper path
planner, we create the Voronoi diagram in the free space of
the tunnel. Because of the extension of the size of the rollers
and obstacles in the gripper’s C-space, some previously
connected areas may be blocked. Due to loss of connectivity
of some regions, searching in the graph may not get the
solution. A regrasp motion (Fig. 5 (iii, iv)) to the tail end-
part of the DLO therefore provides a connection between two
blocked regions. To repeat the regrasp motion to the end-
part, as a preparatory action, the regrasp to the tail middle-
part should be completed first. By performing the regrasps
on the end-part and middle-part alternately, the tail can be
passed through the small space to the goal. Next, we will
discuss how to plan these regrasps on a DLO.

1) Regrasp the Tail End-part: When the tail middle-part is
held by one gripper, the other gripper can regrasp the tail end-
part. To regrasp the end-part, knowing its configuration is the
first step. Degrees of deformation of the end-part depends
on the material’s properties, the length, and the direction
relative to the gravity. These make it difficult to determine
the position to regrasp. Since a DLO usually becomes stiff
when short enough, its tail can be regarded as a straight line,
within a tolerable error, for a certain length.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the Quasi-Rigid Tail Region (QRTR).

Within this length, when the gripper holds the tail middle-
part and rotates with different angles, the tail will sweep a
region. As an ideal situation, this length is a fixed value for a
DLO, and this region will become a circle. Due to the gravity,
the length will change on different directions, we therefore
define the Quasi-Rigid Tail Region (QRTR) for the DLO and
use it in planning. In Fig. 6, the black dashed circle indicates
the length limitation specified in the task. The red points in
different directions indicate the maximum tolerable length
in that direction. The QRTR can be created by connecting
adjacent red points. The QRTR is obtained empirically and
its precision depends on the number of points measured.

2) Regrasp the Tail Middle-part: Based on the assumption
3 in Section II-A, the shape of the DLO between two

rollers, between the grasp point and the adjacent roller
can be considered as connected straight line segments. The
configuration of the DLO can be therefore inferred from
the position of the grasp point in the workspace and the
DLO’s contact state with the rollers. This Contact State with
Environment (CSE) should be continuously updated during
the assembly process.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the use of QRTR and CSE in planning. The yellow
dashed line indicates a path from the planner. On the path, a regrasp motion
in orange has been found on a type-2 obstacle (grey rectangle) by checking
the QRTR (black circle). From time t1 to t3, the yellow circle gripper
holds the tail end-part and moves along the path. The DLO is extended and
creates a contact with the roller. Since the planner knows there will be a
regrasp motion on the obstacle, a regrasp motion on the tail middle-part
by the triangle gripper is thus generated by the planner. According to the
CSE at time t4, the DLO’s shape can be known. The regrasp position on
the middle-part can be determined by the information of the orange regrasp
motion. Then, the circle gripper releases the DLO, and the triangle gripper
continuous to move with the DLO. At time t5 and t6, two grippers pass
the tail through the obstacle. The tail end-part is back in the circle gripper
again.

The QRTR is first used to the potential regrasp positions
to check if there are feasible regrasps on different directions.
Feasible regrasps will be added to the roadmaps of the
Voronoi diagram. Then the DFS is used on the graph to
find topology-equal paths to the ideal path. Some paths may
contain regrasps, some may not. By computing the cost for
each path considering the path length, the time required for
a regrasp motion and so on, we can choose an optimal path
(Fig. 4 (b-7, b-8)). If the optimal path includes multiple
subpaths that separated by regrasps, the CSE is then used on
each subpath to insert a regrasp motion. The optimal path
is divided into more subpaths, which will be assigned to the
grippers alternately. In this way, we get the paths for the
grippers. Figure 7 shows how to utilize the QRTR and CSE
in planning regrasp motion.

In the above discussion, we actually separated the planning
of position and the planning of orientation of a gripper.
During the assembly, the gripper needs to control the tail
end-point to track the path from the planner. In this way, the
rotation of a gripper can be planned. When planning for the
regrasp, the planner pays attention for the regrasp at time
t3 (Fig. 7) for enough space at time t4 by extending the
DLO (refer to the second regrasp in Fig. 9 (i) Scenario-3).
The process of the DLO path planner and the gripper path
planner can refer to Fig. 4 and their pseudocode (see Alg. 1,
2). More test cases can be found in Fig. 5.

IV. LOCO-MANIPULATION PLANNING AND
WHOLE-BODY MOTION CONTROL

To let a humanoid robot move in front of the installation
station, regrasp the deformable object and move it along a



Algorithm 1 DLO Path Planner
1: compute ideal path qd with input: (Xs, Xe, I, O)
2: get topology T (qd) with input: (qd, I, O1)
3: create tunnel Sg with input: (qd, wg

s )
4: free space of the tunnel Sgf with input: (Sg , I, O)
5: create Voronoi graph Vg with input: Sgf
6: compute a feasible path as the test path pt with input:

(Xs, Xe, I, O,Vg , T (qd)) (refer to Sec. III-A.2, par. 2)
7: if (pt passes through O2) or (pt passes between two

objects in {I,O} and their Distance < wg) then
8: add potential regrasp to Rp

9: end if
10: return qd, Rp

Algorithm 2 Gripper Path Planner
1: create tunnel Sl with input: (qd, wl

s)
2: free space of the tunnel Slf with input: (Sl, I, O, wg)
3: create Voronoi graph V l with input: Slf
4: for each potential regrasp r in Rp do
5: if r is feasible by evaluating with QRTR then
6: put regrasp r into Rqrtr

7: end if
8: end for
9: compute feasible paths Pf with input: (Xs, Xe, I, O,
Rqrtr, V l, T (qd))

10: select an optimal path po from Pf

11: if sizeof (Rqrtr ∩ po) = 0 then
12: set path po as Pqrtr

13: else
14: compute paths Pqrtr with input: (po, Rqrtr)
15: end if
16: use CSE to create regrasps Rcse with input: (po, Pqrtr)
17: compute paths τG for the grippers with input: (po,Rqrtr,
Rcse, G)

18: return τG

path, we need to generate its gait and whole-body motion.
The constraints on the feet and grippers will change dur-
ing this process, and thus lead to a multi-modal problem.
Reachability map [30] is a method for quickly checking
the feasibility of a posture by pre-computing the inverse
kinematics (Fig. 8). Adapting the approach of [17], we can
quickly compute the movement of the gripper, as well as
the movement of the object: to find the state transitions
between the robot locomotion and object manipulation, we
formulate it as a graph search problem. The state of the
robot is described as {xst−foot, lst−foot, xsw−foot, lsw−foot,
xobj , lgrip}, where x indicates the positions and l indicates
the label, for the stance foot, swing foot, object, and the
grippers. The successors of the state can be generated from
current state by sampling in the range of the movement of
the feet and grippers. An Anytime Dynamic A∗ is then used
to search a solution from the start to the goal state (Fig. 8).

Whole-body motions of the robot are generated by the
multi-objective QP-based controller [32]. A stabilizer task

Fig. 8. Left: the reachability map for the right gripper of the humanoid
robot HRP-2Kai, which is encoded as a set of cells on a 3D grid. In
this paper, each cell represents a reachable couple (position in a given
vertical plane, rotation around the normal to that plane) for the gripper
(cells for the same position superimpose in the figure). For a given robot
and distance to the plane, the map can be computed once and for all. Right:
the generated gripper movements and corresponding footsteps obtained by
using the reachability map. The plate in the gripper can be regarded as the
tail of the DLO.

for the balance [5], two impedance tasks for the grippers,
and two surface-transform tasks for the soles of the left
and right foot are implemented in the controller [16]. The
controller receives the footsteps and grippers’ motions from
the loco-manipulation planner, generates corresponding tasks
and formulates them as a QP problem. The solver then
generates trajectories for each joint, the robot can make
complex whole-body motions in this way.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Belt Path Planning on the Mockup

The CAD model of the mockup of installation station is
expressed as circles and polygons, which include 5 rollers, 0
type1-obstacles and 16 type2-obstacles, and used as input
to the 2.5D manipulation planner. The maximum size of
the rollers is wa = 6 cm, and the width of the gripper is
wg = 12 cm. We set the tunnel widths as wg

s = wl
s = 50

cm. To guarantee the path can be implemented by our robot,
we introduced some constraints to the planner, e.g. rotation
limitation of the grippers, the range of movement of the
grippers and so on. The start and goal positions are then
provided as an inquiry to the planner (Fig. 9). The QRTR of
the belt comes from the experiments that obtain the lengths
in different sampled directions (Fig. 6). The maximum length
is limited to 50 cm. In the direction of gravity, the length of
the belt can reach 50 cm. The lengths at 0◦ and 180◦ are 20
cm, and the length at 90◦ is 30 cm.

The planning time of the 2.5D manipulation planner in
different scenarios is shown in Table I. It is mainly related
to the number of rollers (U ), type1-obstacles (M ) and type2-
obstacles (N ), and the coverage of the tunnel Sl. The planner
spends most of the time in the search of topology-equal paths
using the DFS algorithm. The higher coverage of the tunnel
means more likely to find loops in the graph. The planner
is incomplete because there is no guarantee that a feasible
regrasp will be found on a potential regrasp position. But
it is good enough to use for our case. A complete planner
will be an interesting problem in the next research. To get
0.75 m lateral footsteps to the Scenario-3, it takes about 5.5
seconds to inquiry four paths of the grippers in the loco-
manipulation planner. The robot being in close proximity to



Fig. 9. Belt path planning on the mockup. (i) The planning result of
Scenario-3: four paths of the grippers in yellow, and three regrasp motions
in orange. The blue lines indicate the directions for the paths in sequence.
At the beginning, the right gripper grasps the tail middle-part of the belt at
17.6 cm (< 20 cm at 180◦), pulls the belt along the first path. Then the
left gripper regrasps the tail end-part at 0 cm (tail end-point), and pulls the
belt along the second path. Then the right gripper regrasps the middle-part
at 26.7 cm (< 30 cm at 90◦) and moves along the third path, inserts the
end-part of the belt to the two rollers. At last, the left gripper regrasps the
end-part at 0 cm and pulls it along the fourth path to the goal. (ii) The
planning result of Scenario-4 includes six paths for the grippers and five
regrasp motions for the belt.

the installation station, we maintain a slow execution speed
for safety reasons.

TABLE I
PLANNING TIME OF DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

Scenario U M N Tunnel Coverage (Sl) Time (ms)
Scenario-1 2 2 2 45% 48
Scenario-2 4 3 2 74% 1.8× 103

Scenario-3 2 0 16 13% 65
Scenario-4 5 0 16 42% 197

B. Belt Assembly by the Humanoid Robot HRP-2Kai

The map of the environment is created with the Azure
Kinect DK depth camera and the RTAB-Map library before
the experiment starts [13] [6]. The CAD models of the
mockup and the ground are registered to their point clouds
by using the ICP method implemented with CUDA, thus we
can get the mockup’s position in the map. The grippers’ paths
and the footsteps are positioned according to the mockup’s
position. At the beginning of the experiment, the robot is
placed close to the initial position of the footsteps. During
the locomotion, visual SLAM is used to fix the errors of the
robot’s position and the grippers’ motion. The screenshots of
the experiment of Scenario-3 are shown in Fig. 10. It takes
about 124 seconds to assemble the belt to the middle two
rollers of the mockup. These two rollers are close to each
other, and there are many obstacles around them, they are the
most difficult part of the installation task. The accompanying
video shows the experiment with the humanoid robot.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented our work on the DLO manip-
ulation planning problem for 1D long deformable objects,
and some 2D long deformable objects that do not need to
consider twisting. To solve the problems (1) what paths the
deformable object and the grippers should go, (2) how to
decide the regrasps on the deformable object, we proposed a
hierarchical 2.5D manipulation planner. The QRTR and the
CSE are used to determine the regrasps on the deformable
object. To let the robot complete the belt assembly task
automatically, we incorporate the 2.5D planner with the
loco-manipulation planning framework and QP-based whole-
body controller. Feasibility of our methods is verified by
the experiments on humanoid robot HRP-2Kai. Although
we mainly dealt with a humanoid robot throughout the
discussion, the method is not limited to this particular type.
The loco-manipulation framework based on reachability map
can be readily extended to other dual-arm mobile robots.

Currently, the tunnel widths are fixed by hand. In future
work, to remove them by optimal planning methods would
be a good research direction. In addition, the execution
time could also be improved. Methods that combine visual
detection, the QRTR, and the CSE to improve robustness
will also be an interesting research topic.
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